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The optical anomalies of analcite, NaAlSizOo.H2Ol have led
mineralogists to suspect that analcite is not cubic but pseudo-
cubic. X-ray investigations by the writer2 have failed to furnish
any clue as to its pseudo-structure, however. Analcite, therefore,
may be regarded, for the present, as cubic holohedral. The forms
(2II) and (100) are well developed, as a rule, especially on crystals
from the Cyclopean Islands which were used in this investigation.
The oscillation spectrograms were made with the apparatus of
Schiebold and Rinne.3 For an understanding of the symbols and
the terminology used in this paper it is essential that the reader
refer to the paper "The oscillation method of X-ray analysis of
crystals."a The references to it will be followed by "Op. ci.t." in
the text in order to avoid too many footnotes. The writer is
greatly indebted to Prof. E. Schiebold and Prof. F. Rinne of the
University of Leipzig, Germanv, for the interest and help given

to the author in this investigation.
The first step in the determination of a structure of a mineral

is the measuring of the lengths of the edges of the unit cell and the
finding of the fundamental Bravais lattice. Three of the fourteen
Bravais lattices, the simple cube, the face-centered, and the body-
centered cube, belong in the cubic system.

In the simple cube the three cube edges are the elementary
primitive translations, that is the shortest vectors or d,i,rected
distances from an atomic center to exactly identical atomic

centers. The three elementary primitive translations in the face-
centered cube are the three face-diagonal directions from one of
the corner atoms. On them identical atomic centers are encountered
at a distance of. J2/2.aot ao being the length of the edge of the
unit cube. The three elementary primitive translations in the

1 Hintze, C., Hlxorucu pnn Mnvnnlr.ocre, vol. 2, 1897, p. 1712. Doelter's
HANosucH pnn MNnnnrcEsum, vol. 2,2. Hi Ifte, 1917, p. 350.

2 Die Struktur des Analcims: I. Die Raumgruppe, Zei't. f . Krlsl.n in press.
3 See Figs. 4a and 4b, Schiebold, E., Die Drehkristallrnethode, Fmtschritle iler

Min., Krist, untl Petrographie, vol. XI, 1927, pp. 125-126.
4 Gruner, John W.; Am. Mineral., vol 13, 1928, pp. 123-l+1.
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body-centered cube are two edges oe and half the body diagonal
which is \/3/2' o6 in length.5

It is obvious now that we can place a cubic crystal in its correct
fundamental lattice, iI we can measure the primitive translations
in the directions of the cube edge [OOt], ttre cube face diagonal

[tto] ana the body diagonal lttt]. rnis can be done easily with
the oscillation method. Three spectrograms of the crystal are
necessary. Each one is a record of the crystal oscillated about one
of the three directions given above.

Oscrr,r.arrox ABour rnB EocB oF rHE CusB [001].

A good cube face of analcite is selected and mounted in the
crystal holder (which may be similar to those on goniometers)
in such a manner that the face is in a plane with the axis of
oscillation and with the incident ruy at the starting position. By

"starting position" is meant the position of the crystal holder
when the oscillating movement is reversed and the incident ray
just parallels the crystal face. The face of the cube is turned
in its plane till an edge [001] is parallel to the axis of oscillation.
In order to get sharp-edged reflections on the photographic plate
the Seemann wedge method is used. It consists in lowering a wedge
of platinum or tungsten within 0.1 to 0.2 mm. of the crystal face
in such a manner that the edge of the wedge lies exactly in the
axis of oscillation.6 This method insures a sharp edge on the side
of the spot away from the axis of oscillation. The oscillation gear
is set in motion after it is adjusted to turn 30o about the axis and
then come back to the starting position. This motion is repeated
at the rate of one oscil lation in about 15 to 30 minutes. Mono-
chromatic radiation from a molybdenum Coolidge tube was used
for about two hours at 50 to 60 kilo volts and 5 to 6 milliamperes.

On the developed plate the middle of the sharp edge of each
reflection is marked with India ink, by means of a dot and a num-
ber. The polar coordinates of each dot are recorded S in degrees
and r in mill imeters (op. cit.p. I27). The recording can be done
best with a magnifying cyclometer. From the values Fwct ar'd

5 Bragg, W. H., and Bragg, W. L.; X-navs eNo Cnvsrar, Srnucruln, Lonilon.
L925, p. 78.

Wyckofi, R. W. G., Tnr Srnucrunn ol Cnvsrlr.s, New Ymk, 1924, p. 56.
6 Schiebold, E.; op. cit., p. 140.
Wyckofi, R. W. G.; op. cit.,p. 166.
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6nu of. each spot the polar coordinates Ro.sin awat ?"nd. po61"1 af
each point in the corresponding reciprocal lattice are calculated
as follows.

Dividing F by r, the known distance from the axis of rotation
to the photographic plate, the glancing angle a is obtained.

r
-:tan2a Equation (3) op. cit.

With a and @ the angle po is found.

coS pp -  cos d.cos 4 Equat ion (7)  op.  c i t .

E t  c  var loN
Ftzto oF /ND/cEs

PLAN oF P.R^JECT/oN = fauAToR/AL Ptame

Figure 1.
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Ro.sin a, the other coordinate is obtained by multiplying sin a
by Ro, a constant. Ro:500 mm. The values for each sin a and
pe are given in the sixth and eighth columns of Table I. With
these coordinates the points are plotted. The axis of rotation

[OOt] is made the ordinate. The abscissa normal to the axis is
the direction [OtO]. fnis is shown in the elevation of Fig. 1. OnIy
the upper half of it is reproduced because the half on the photo-
graphic plate below [OtO] is symmetrical with respect to the upper
one. (See for example Fig.  ). In Table I, however, all of the
points of both halves are recorded. The plan below [010] in Fig. 1
is to be imagined as lying in the equatorial plane of the sphere
of reflection at right angles to the axis of oscillation. The incident
ray is parallet ItOO] at the starting position. Since an understand-
ing of these directions is very important let a case in the ortho-
rhombic system be considered, for illustration. Let the plane
o: (100) be taken. The directions [OtO] ana [OOt] t ie in it. These
are the h and c axes, respectively. If we adjust the plane so that
the direction [OtO] is parallel to the axis of oscillation and the
plane is also parallel to the incident ray at the starting position,
the direction [OOt] automatically has been made parallel to the
incident ray at the starting position. The normal to the directions

[OOt] ana [010] obviously is the a axis or the direction [100].
In the reciprocal lattice the primitive translation a' (oP. cit., p. 129)
is laid off in this direction [tOO] which is the abscissa in the pro-
jection. In other words that direction in the right-angled systems
is the abscissa which is normal to the adjusted plane containing
the axis of rotation and the incident ray at the starting position.

Returning to the case of analcite, the projection of the reciprocal
lattice Fig. 1 reveals that the plotted points lie on parallel lines
normal to the direction of the axis. They are the layer lines of 1
kind (o1. cit., p. 134) and equidistant from one another. This
distance is lf Toor (op. ci.t. Fig. 11), or we might say that it is the
length hoot oI the vector boot (the distance from 0 to point 001).
But by equations (12) and (I3) op. cit.

l roor : Iot r  (18)
2door

Substituting lor hsu the average measured distance 1.307 cm.
between layer  l ines of  l  k ind, for  R0500 mm., for} ,0.70759'10-8
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crn.:kot radiation of the molybdenum target, and solving for dogr
we qet

50cm. 0.707 59.10-8cm
:13 .544door:

2 . 1 . 3 0 7  c m

The length of the edge of the cube is 13.54 A. This value is prob-
ably correct within 2 to 3 per cent.

The reflections in the projection are also arranged in lines paral-
lel to the direction [001]. These are the layer l ines of 11 kind.
Since [OOt] ana [OtO] are equivalent in the cubic system the
distance 1.307 cm. is also laid off along [OtO] and lines parallel
to the axis are drawn through these points. The resulting lattice
of squares can be supplied with indices as shown. It will be noticed
that many reflections lie at intersections. For these the indices
may be read ofi directly by counting the lines in the directions

[OtO] ana [OOt]. fne indices must satisfy the equation:

s:hu*hol lu :0,  + 1,  t  2 ,  * in teger  (op.  c i t . ,  p .  138)  (19)

in which s is the index of sumrnation, that is the number of the
layer lines of 1 kind and luawl the axis of oscillation, in our case

[OOt]. fnerefore the equation is simplif ied to:

s : l : 0 ,  +1 ,  t 2 ,  * i n tege r

The two equations for the layer lines of 11 kind arc: (op. cit., p.
140)

h' : hutlkarf lzrr: s.mt.rt '

k' : huzlktz*Iw2: constant

(20)
(21)

Figure 2.
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Since [arorurr] and furttrurf coincide with the crystallographic
axes @: ItOO] and 6: [010], respectively, lhese equations become:

h':h: constant along each layer l ine,
h' :h: constant along each layer l ine.

AII t*rree equations must be satisfied by all the indices. The points

which in the projection (Fig. 1) lie between the intersections though

along layer lines of 1 kind are caused by planes whose reciprocal
lattice points do not l ie in the plane ( [OOt ], [OtO]), as for example
(223) inFig.2. It wil l be seen that the position and therefore the

indices of such a point may be found by imagining the plane in

which the axis [OOt ] and point (223) lie turned about [001] until it

coincides with the plane (foot], [oto]), in Fig. 2. The plan in the

equatorial plane (Fig. 1) is constructed for the purpose of finding

the indices of such points. Perpendiculars are dropped from these

points upon [OtO]. With the distance, from the foot of the l ine

to the origin as radius, an arc is drawn through the plan about O as

a center. The first two indices of the point in the elevation may

be found where the arc meets a point in the plan. To be positive

of this we must ascertain whether the point penetrates the sphere

of reflection during oscillation. The sphere with the radius

Ro/2:250 mm. is drawn on tracing cloth (Fig. 3). The circles

representing the intersections of the layer lines of 1 kind with

the sphere (op. cit., Fig. 11) are also drawn in. Only eight are

necessary because in Fig. 1 no point lies above layer line s:8'

Their radii are found as indicated in Fig. ll, op. cit. The origin of

Fig. 1 is pinned to a point on the periphery of the circle whose

Ro,/2:250 mm. Either drawing may be turned unti l [010] is

tangent to the circle. This is the relation to each other at the

starting position. The plan of Fig. 1, for a better understanding is

shown in Fig. 3 where the full lines represent the starting position.

Any point of the reciprocal lattice that is already inside the sphere

in this position can not reflect. As the lattice is turned 30o about O

some of its points penetrate the zero circle of the sphere. These

points are able to reflect. Their projections will lie on the line

[OtO] which contains the principal spectrum. AII points in the

plan of the drawing represent planes that have [OOt] as zone axis.

The points of the reciprocal lattice above and below the equatorial
plane also may penetrate the sphere and therefore may reflect.

But it is obvious from Fig. 10, op. cit. that these points can not

lie higher (or lower) than the equatorial plane than Rs/2:25O
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mm., the radius of the sphere of reflection. Therefore, a circle
drawn on the elevation with radius: 250 mm. that passes through
O and whose center lies on [010] contains all the points which can
reflect. Another limitatibn for indices is imposed in the direction
of the axis [OOt]. fn Fig. 3 the position of the plan after turning
through 30" is indicated by broken lines. It will be seen that no
point that can reflect can have a larger angle Q (op. cit., Fig. 12)
than 60". This angle then determines the radius of the maximum
limiting circle by the formula:

Rn
/o:- - .  r io  a (op.  c i t . ,  p .  1a1)  .

This radius can also be found graphically as is shown in Fig. 3,
where the 60 degree lineOQo^o"t*u* is the diameter of the maxi-
mum limiting circle. It is obvious then that a maximum limiting
circle of ro: Ro/2:250 mm. would require a rotation of 45o. The
limiting circle for any point can be found graphically or by calcu-
lation provided the angle iD is known. The circle marked "mini-
mum limiting for 30" oscillation" includes all the possible points
of the plane ([001], [OtO]) that can reflect. These points do not
move beyond iD:30' at any time as shown in Fig. 3.

An example will illustrate the determination of the indices.
The indices for the point between 099 and 0 10 9, Fig. 1, are de-
sired. Since s:l:9, its third index wil l be 9. The projection of
point (290) in the plan upon [OtO] witl meet the perpendicular
from the point under consideration upon [OtO]. The indices are
therefore 299. A check on the sphere of reflection shows that the
point 299 passes through it during oscillation. Another example
is point 4 70 4. Examination of Fig. 3 shows that theoretically
it does not pass through the sphere during oscillation but it comes
within a few degrees of it. Such points sometimes give reflections.
There is a possibil i ty that this point is not 4 10 4 but 1 l l 4. It
can not be 0 11 4 because the sum of the indices must be even in
body centered cubes.T

fn the principal spectrum atong [OtO] there are two reflections
(040) and (0S0). If their a angles are substituted in the Braggs'
equation

n \ , : 2d . .  s i n  a

7 See for example, Wyckoff, R. W. G.; op. cit., pp.215-16.

(22)
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Figure 3.
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wittr their orders of reflection n:4 and 8, respectively, two values

13.539 A and 13.595 A for the length of the cube edge are ob-

tained. Their averag e 13.567 A is a more reliable value than that

previously giv'en. Still closer results can be obtained by precision

measurements with calcite and analcite side by side on the crystal

holder.8
AII of the indices have been determined now with the exception

of a few points which seem to lie on no layer Iines at all. These

points on examination will prove to be caused not by fta but by

ftB (I:0.6311 A) radiation of molybdenum.e Since this radiation

is much less intense, relatively strong fta reflections only will be

accompanied by kF reflections. This can be seen easily in the

spectrograms Fig. 4 and 7. A frB reflection always lies on a straight

Iine connecting the corresponding h,a rcflection with the origin,

and between these two points close to the ka reflection. It would

be possible, of course, to use the ftp reflections for the construction

of a reciprocal Iattice if they were numerous enough by simply

substituting the kB wave length in the equations (18) and (22).

rg tji'it !ir:,:li j : t. il t

t l
q l

I
I
'l

I

t r  I

l 1

",'lii i :
, '  

t "  
'

I

Figure 4. Figure 7'

Figure 4. Spectrogram of analcite. Axis of oscillation parallel [IOt]. 1.ne direction

[OtO] ai"id"s the spectrogram into two symmetrical parts'

Figure 7. Spectrogram of analcite. Axis oI oscillation parallel to [111]. Since [ltt]

is not normal to a plane of symmetry no symmetry as in Fig' 4 appears'

The first column of Table I contains all the indices for the

spectrogram oscillated about [OO1]. The third column gives the

r Wyckofi, R. S. G.; op. ci,t.,p. 174-
e Bragg, W. H. and W. L.; op. ci.t' p. 57.
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approximate intensities, the fourth the spacing d of equivalent
planes in the space lattice. Wherever two points are symmetrical
with respect to the equatorial plane like (082) and (082) any
blank spaces in the columns are to be filled in with the values iust
above them.

trtevzrtoru
Fttto oF lrorces

|  5 = - h t 2 .  / 4

pLAlv
faueronuL ?LANE

Figure 5.

Oscrrlarrow Anour rne FacB Oracoxer [101 ]
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The same face (010) as above is chosen. The directio"s [tOt]
ana [tOt] l ie in it. The face is oriented as before but with the
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direction [101] parallel to the axis of oscil lation. [tOt] is the

direction of the incident beam therefore at the starting position.

The direction [OtO], is normal to these directions and therefore

is the abscissa in the spectrogram Fig. 4 and in the reciprocal lat-

tice, Fig. 5, as before. The angle of oscillation is 30o. The plotted

projection of the reciprocal lattice (Fig. 5) shows the layer lines

of f U"a. They are separated by only J2/Z of the distance in

the reciprocal lattice about [001]. Therefore the primitive trans-

lation ?ior in the space lattice is the reciprocal of 1/2/2 which

is JT. os. This makes it certain that the cube is not face-centercd.

Had it been face-centered the primitive translation Zior would

have been J2/2' @6, &nd only the even-numbered layer l ines would

have been occupied.
The spacing along [0tO] in the reciprocal lattice remains the

same as in Fig. 1. For the finding of the indices we use the equa-

tions (19) to (21). Since [zrra' ]: [tOt] equation (19) becomes

s:h l t :0 ,  + 1,  +2,  L integer ,  and (20)  and (21)  become:

h ' : h * I : cons tan t

h' : k: constant.

Some difficulty is encountered in finding indices for points on the

odd-numbered layer lines. One would have been tempted to put

the indices [tOt] tor example on the first layer line just above the

origin 000, but equation (19) would not have been satisfied.

Neither would the length hiot of the vector biot in projection

Fig. 5 have been the same as hslv in the projection Fig. 1 as it ,
must be, if the equations (12) and (13) op. cit., are correct. The

fact that the lengths of vectors with the same indices are the same

if the same scale has been used in the various projections consti-

tutes an excellent check.
Let Fig. 6 represent a portion of the reciprocal lattice with

indices at the corners of the cubes as shown' Let these points be

projected on the plane containing the directions [tOt] a"a [OtO].
tt is s..n that the points in the plane ([101], [OtO]) are projected

on the line [OtO]. Also those points lying on the normals to the

plane ([101], [OtO]) which have the intersections with this plane

as origins (for example the normal 7tt,Ol2 with 111 as origin) are

easily projected upon the even-numbered Iayer lines. This is done

as i l lust rated in  F ig.2.  But  there are the points 001,011,021'

I0z, andTt2. These are first projected upon the plane (h01],
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[OtO]) ana from there upon the plane ([tOf], [OfO]) as illustrated
by point 001 whose projection is P001. These projected. points
are always on odd numbered layer lines. Their indices must satisfy
the equations (19) to (21) as those of the other points.

Figure 6.

Analytically the indices can be found easily. The modified
equation (19) -h+l:s is the equation of a plane parallel to the
plane ([101], [OtO]). The modified equation (20) i+t:h, repre-
sents a plane pafallel to plane 1[tOt], [OtO]). By solving these
two simultaneously the equation of a straight line parallel to [OtO]
is obtained which contains the point whose indices are wanted.
This gives us the indices h and l. The point marked SOO nig. S
is taken for illustration. Its indices are required. projecting the
point upon the equatorial plane it is found to lie on the line
h:3. That gives us the two equations. Solving ior I and h,

- h - f t : 9
h * t : 3

2 l :  12
l:6 and h:-3. The index for ft is read ofi the plan. 396 are
the required indices. The limiting circles as well as the sphere of
reflection are used as in the projections, Figs. 1 and 3. But the
circles of the sphere have been drawn with radii which correspond
to layer lines with a distance ol L/Ttot apart.

(1e)
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Oscrrr.arrow Aeour rnB Booy Oucower, [1t1].

The direction [ttt] Hes in the face ll2 (Tetragonal trisocta-
hedron), which is well developed on analcite. [ttO] is normal to

[t t t ] in this face. Let the tace ll2 be oriented on the crystal holder
in such a way that [111]is parallel to the axis of rotation and
[110] is parallel to the incident ray at the starting position.
The angle of oscillation is 30". A very large number of reflec-
tions are recorded on the photographic plate, Fig. 7. The lower
half is not symmetrical with respect to the upper half since
the axis [t t t ] is not normal to a plane of symmetry. The plotting
of the indices in the projection of the reciprocal lattice (Fig. 8)
shows that only even-numbered layer lines of l kind are occupied.
The distance between layer l ines is lf Tnl But ?111: oot/3.
Therefore, lf T'.r:I/ao{3:0.7545 cm. by equation (18). Since
only even-numbered lines are occupied, the primitive translation
?rtr wliich is the reciprocal of the distance between occupied layer
lines is aoJ3/2. This shows at once that analcite is body-centered.
The plan of the projection is constructed with [1t2] as the abscissa
ana [ttO] as the ordinate. This relationship is seen best in the
stereographic projection Fig. 10 in which 111 is taken as the center.
It wil l be noticed ttrat [OtT], which is equivalent to [1tO], Hes
in the plan (Fig. l l) at 60'from [110]. Since we know the dis-
tance Zito:(Zotr) from the other projections it may be laid off
along [ltO] and [Ott]. A rhombic lattice is obtained in this
way as shown by the full lines in Fig. 11 which is the plan of the
elevation of Fig. 8. Its indices are found most easily by the equa-
tions (19), (20) and (21). They reduce to:

s:1,': h+k+tr:0 (because the points lie in the plane.)
h '  :  -  h*k:0,  * ,  I  t ,  2* integer .
k ' :h Ik-21:0,  +7,  +2,  + integer .

These equations represent planes normal to the directions [111],
[ttO] and [t12] respectively. l ' ,  h', k'are integers including zero
which give the number of planes from the origin to the point whose
indices are required. Let the point 134 in the plan be taken as
illustration. The equations are:

h+k+r:o

,;!::,=?,"
rn fn counting the planes the full as well as the broken lines are counted.
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Solving for h, k and l, the indices are 134.

Figure 9.

With only the O plan in full lines it is not possible to find the in-
dices of all the reflections. The portion of the reciprocal lattice
reproduced in Fig. 9 shows the plane in which [tTO] [tOT] ana

[tt2] tie. By a slight oversight Fig. 9 was made the mirror image
of Fig. 11 with respect to the plane (h11], [tt2]; wtrictr is a plane
of symmetry. This interchange may be seen at a glance in the
stereographic projection of Fig. 10. The indices of one side can
be converted into those of the other side by exchanging the first
and second indices. A study of Fig. 9 shows that the points of
the next plane above the ground plan do not coincide with those
in the ground plan when projected perpendicularly. Neither does
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the second one. The third one, however, which contains the points
111 and 300 coincides exactly. 300, for example, lies perpendicu-
Iarly above 2II oI the ground plan. The points of the first plane,
on the other hand, are displaced one third and those of the second
plane two thirds and along the line (000, 2ll) as illustrated by
the projection of the points 100 and 200. This displacement really
makes three plans necessary as shown in Fig. 11 by three sets of
lines of difierent patterns. These plans may be called the O, the
.I and 11 plans. The O plan is used for the projection of indices
upon every third layer Iine in the [ttt] as well as in the [111]
direction of Fig.8, in other words upon the 0, * 3, +6, etc., I ines.
The 1 plan is used also for every third line as counted from the
Iayer  l ine s:  1.  The 1,4,7,etc. ,  and the 2,  5,8,  etc . , layer  l ines re-
ceive their indices from it. The II plan is used for the remaining
I ines 2,  5,8,  etc . ,  and 1,  4,7,  etc .  The indices must  sat is fy  the
equation (19) which reduces to:

h+h+ I : s

Figure 10. Figure 12.

The equation for layer lines of 11 kind are unreliable here because
there are no marked lines in Figs. 7 and 8 parallel to the axis

[ttt]. fnspection of Fig. 9 shows that the nearest point lying
perpendicularly above another has each index increased by 1

algebraically. This is obvious because s(:number of layer lines)
increases by 3 for each set of 3layer l ines. For example: A point

in layer line 8 (the positive direction of 111 happens to be down-
ward in Fig. 8) is found by projection to be above 345 in the II

ool

oil

a

oto, ' i
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plan. Since layer line 8 is 6 lines above line 2, which corresponds
to the 11 plan, two is added to each index. The indices for the
point are 563. A reliable check for these indices is given below.

\
Figure 11.

Rpcarcur-erroN ol rne Aucr,Bs @ aNo a.

The best check on the correctness of the assigned indices is
the recalculation of sin a7,67 and cos por* , and$oor, respectively, by
means of these indices. By equation (22)

I  0 .3538 .10 -8cm
S l I l  a 7 r ; 7 : - :

2dnm dnkt

- A g
alr t :  

*v*pza.z

in the cubic system.1l
Substituting the assigned indices in these equations (without

making the indices prime) the calculated values of sin a given in
the fifth column of Table I are obtained. They agree closely with
the measured values.l2 po is evaluated as follows. Pnt t is the point
of the reciprocal lattice with the polar coordinates p" and Ro.
sina7,1x in Fig. 12. z' is the distance between layer l ines taken s

11 Wyckofi, R. W. G.; op. cit., p.96.
u Schiebold, E.; op. cit.,, p. 251,



times. Therefore z'
must be multiplied
cil. (13). Then

but

Substituting (23)

: s' lf Tu",".r. The right
by the constant of the

,  R o ' t r ' s

2Turor.,

X
_:  d .n* t
2 sin an*t
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side of the equation
drawing R('t\/2, oP.

s ee Fig.  12)  .

(2s)

(24)

Butby (22)

Substituting in Qa)

s .  d n r t
C O S  P p - -

L  u3ogu\

(2s)

It would be sufficient to compare the value of. po of (25) with

the po calculated from the measured $ and F on the photographic
plate. By equation (7) oP. cit.6 was calculated.

.o, a: 
tot o"

cos c[

The calculated 6 values are girren in the 7th column of Table I.

They should agree to within one degree with the measured values

though for points far from the origin the difierence may be slightly

larger.

DBrBnurNlrroN oF urp NuunBn op Mor-BcuLES rN UNrr Crr-r,.

The molecular weight M of NaAISiOzOo'HzO is 219-70. The

density S as determined by various investigatorsrt is 2'26. The

volume 7 of the unit cell is (13.64' 10-8 cm.)3. The value 13.64 A

was determined by averaging the results of three powder dia-

13 Doelter's lll.vosucn, ob. ci,t.
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grams.l4 It was taken in preference to 13.567 A because it was
an average of a great number of lines. Substituting these values in
the well known formula

Z :
r ."s ( r3 .64)3 .2 .26

:15 .921
M.164.10-24 219.70.1.64

Z-I5.92* is the number of molecules in the unit cell. Since the
number must be an integer 16 molecules is taken as the number
in the cell.

Tnn Spacp Gnoup ol Aw.q.r,ctru.

Since analcite is cubic holohedral and body-centered, only the
two space groups 15 Oae and Oaro need to be considered. The choice
between these two space groups depends upon the presence or
or absence respectively of certain reflections.lo It appears that the
group O1e is the correct one since a number of reflections with the
indices (0ft1), where k andl are odd, appear in the l order. Also
first order reflections of. (hlt),wherelh is even and I odd, seem to
be present. Unfortunately in these cases possible reflections of
faces which do not violate the requirements of space group Orr0
can be found which give us practically as good values for the sin
a and the angle I as those measured in the oscillation spectro-
grams.

Suulrany.

The oscillation method is used in the determination of the space
group of analcite. It is shown how an oscillation diagram about a
prominent crystallographic direction as an axis furnishes the
primitive translation in this direction; i.e., the distance between
identical atoms. For a cubic crystal three oscillation spectro-
grams_ are_necessary, one with the axis parallel to the edge of the
cube [OOt], the second parallel to the faie diagonal [ttO], ana the
third parallel to the body diagonat [ttt]. Each spectrogram is
evaluated and plotted on the reciprocal lattice. The indices for
each point are found graphically. These indices are used in the

ra Gruner, J.W.; Zeitschr.f. Krist., op. cdt.
16 Wyckofi, R. W. G.; The analytical expression of the results of the theory of

space groups: Carnegie Institution, Washi,ngton, L922.
E Wyckofi, R. W. G.; The Deterrnination of the Space Group of a Cubic Crys-

tal. Am. tour. Sci., vol. 4, pp. 175-L87,1922.

x
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recalculations of the positions of the reflections in the spectrograms.
If the agreement is close the indices are correct.

Analcite has the cubic holohedral lattice and seems to belong to
the space group O1e. However, the reflections agree practically
as weII with the requirements of space group 0110. The correct
choice between these two groups will have to be based on othet
considerations which can not be discussed at this time. The unit
cube contains 16 molecules of NaAlSizOoHzO. Its edge is
13.64t 0.05 A long.

J



TAsm I
Oscnleuon Spncrnocnau eaour [OOf]. Srerrnrc Posrrrow (010).

Layer
Indicea 1;as:s I Indauitg meuured I calruhJedl measured

0  4 0
0  8 0
1 1 0  1
1 1 0 7
0  2 2
0  6 2
0  6 2
0  8 2
0  8 2
1 9 2
|  9 2
o t 0 2
0 1 0 2
1 1 1  2
1 8 3
1 8 3
1 1 0 3
1 1 0 3
0  4 4
0  6 4
0  6 4
|  7 4
|  7 4
0 1 0 4
0 1 0 4
4 t o 4
1 6 5
1 6 5
I I U 5

1 1 0 5
1 5 6
0  6 6
0  8 6
0  8 6
|  9 6
1 9 6
0 1 0 6
1 1 2 6
|  4 7
1 8 7
|  8 7
|  7 I
L l d

1 1 1  8
2  9 9
2  9 9
2  7 7
n t E

I
l-2

J

J

(
5

.)

A

+
2-3
2
a

4

A

A

A

J

A

A

4

2-3

4
4

(
J

4
4
4
4

1

3 .410
1 .076
1 . 3 5 1

4.823
2 . t57

1 .658

| . 4 7 5

1  .351

t .2 t5
1 .586

1 .300

2.412
1 .889

r .678

r .266

1 . t87
1 . 7 3 2

1 .215

1 . 7 3 2
r.607
t .364

1 .255

t .166
1 .016
t .678
1 . 2 7 7

t . 2 7 7

1 .016
1 .058

1 351

.1037

.2072

.2619

.o7s3

.1640

.2134

.2398

.2646

.2911

.2230

.2722

.1467

.r87 3

.2108

.2794

.2981

.2043

.2911

.2043

.2201

.2594

.2818

.3033

.3480

.2108

.2769

.2769

.3480

.3342

.2619

.1045

.2082

.2627

.2620

.0735

.1636

.16s9

.2139

.2150

.24t6

.24t0

.2654

.2658

.291O

.2232

.2238

.2726

.2719

.1460
,1868
.1874
.2090
.2 t t 3
.2801
.2810
.3004
.2048
.2048
.29t0
.29r0
.2051
.2193
.2606
.2599
.2810
.2810
.3021
. .t+o I

.21t9

.277  3

.2773

.277  3

.2773

. J J J /

. .J.14()

.  JJl I

.2642

.2647

M"5l
7 r"45

75'36

77"08

78'09

79'16
69"02

72"43

M"2l
55'41

59'46

67"15

68"39
47'47

90'00
90'00
84"24
83'30
M"54
71"42
7t'42
76'36
74"48
77"30
76"30
78"36
/ / - J O

79'42
69'36
67'48
73'12
71"42
44"54
56"18
55'00
61'18
58030
67"18
66"24
69'48
50'48
48'18
63'00
6r'42
39"54
43"06
52"00
51"06
55"48
54"54
57"36
62"18
29"24
47"42
46"t2
39"30
38"00
51'48
43"12
41'18
45"t2
43'30

90'00
90'00
84'06

38"53
43'33
51"36

54"51

57"25
61'30
28'10
46"48

s8"45

51'04
42"t3

45"12


